Aged Metallics

Aged metallics provide the distinctive look of lightly weathered metallic finishes counting copper and zinc. The metallic pigments in these designs add authentic visual depth and a classic metallic sparkle that evolves with the light of the sun.

These finishes are ideal for roofing applications seeking seamless building integration by avoiding solid colors, or for applications seeking to exude traditional charm. The dimensional finish adds depth and texture that can improve the way the finish integrates with rustic materials such as distressed wood or aged stone. This range has broad appeal and is ideal for a range of applications from the complete residential reroof to do-it-yourself applications seeking to add to old-world designs. These finishes can also add character and visual distinction to building elements such as canopies, gutters and chimneys.

Despite an aged appearance, these finishes employ proven, superior paint technology. This means these colors can be used to reduce building cooling costs and carry up to a 30 year limited finish warranty.

Representation of color may vary due to printing limitations. Actual metal samples are available upon request.